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Mats Bengtsson Named Professional of 

the Year in IT Services 

Mats Bengtsson has been a member of the 

information technology industry for more 

than three decades. Over the course of his 

career, he has honed his expertise in the 

areas of IT operations management, 

customer relations, change leadership, IT 

outsourcing, and lean implementation. Mats 

joined leading IT provider, B3IT, in 

September 2014 as a senior consultant. His 

role primarily entails supporting customers in 

sourcing questions and procurement, as well 

as helping clients with the prolonging of sourcing contracts. He is skilled in 

negotiating with IT vendors to ensure that customers have everything in 

place to conduct their business. Certified in project management and 

customer responsibility, Mats is hands-on when it comes to projects, 

products and marketing. 
 

Starting in January, Mats will participate in a new project involving software 

asset management for public and private schools in Sweden. He will also 

be holding breakfast meetings for B3IT that will allow customers to learn 

about new programs, products and services. Mats was recently named 

Professional of the Year in IT Services by Worldwide Branding in recognition 

of his exceptional work. Additionally, he has been honored by Elite 

Worldwide Executives and Professionals, and selected to be featured in 

Worldwide Publishing’s 2016 Calendar Series. For more information about 

Mats, please click here to read his latest press release. 

What others are saying about Mats … 

 
“Mats is a catalyst, both to engage employees and colleagues, but also to 
customers. His professional customer service and ambition to deliver solutions to 

complex challenges are appreciated.” 

— Daniel Gullin, CTO of Ballou Hosting Intelligence 

 

“Mats is a stable and reliable leader that makes people around him grow. In 
situations with high workload, he spreads calm and enthusiasm around himself, 

and he helps employees to prioritize so things get done in [the] right time.” 

— Kristian Raberg, Consultant at HiQ 

 

Visit Mats’ LinkedIn profile to find these and more testimonials. 

Sweden’s Source for IT 

For more than a decade, B3IT 

has been providing trusted 

services and support in the 

areas of IT management, 

telecommunications 

management, systems 

development, database 

administration, mobility, 

machine-to-machine 

communication, health care IT, 

and infrastructure. For more 

information, connect with B3IT 

on the Web: 

LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Twitter 

Google Plus 

Company Website 

 

 

Contact Mats,                    

Senior Consultant 

Phone:  

+46 722 51 5511 

Email: 

mats.o.bengtsson@gmail.com 

Website: 

www.matsobengtsson.com 
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